The Madman’s Daughter by Megan Shepherd – Dr. Moreau's daughter, Juliet, travels to her estranged
father's island, only to encounter murder, medical horrors, and a love triangle.
Consumed by Kate Cann – A new manager brings many changes to Morton's Keep, capitalizing on its
gothic atmosphere and history, but Rayne sees ominous signs indicating that the one thing that has not
changed is the evil presence she had thought was destroyed.
This Monstrous Thing by Mackenzi Lee – When a talented mechanic in 1818 Geneva brings his brother
back from the dead using clockwork parts, the citizens of Geneva think they may have inspired the recently
published novel Frankenstein.
Far Far Away by Tom McNeal – When Jeremy Johnson Johnson's strange ability to speak to the ghost of
Jacob Grimm draws the interest of his classmate Ginger Boltinghouse, the two find themselves at the center
of a series of disappearances in their hometown
Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea by April Gene Tucholka – Violet is in love with River, a mysterious seventeen-year-old
stranger renting the guest house behind the rotting seaside mansion where Violet lives, but when eerie, grim events begin to happen,
Violet recalls her grandmother's frequent warnings about the devil and wonders if River is evil.
The Dark Descent Of Elizabeth Frankenstein by Kiersten White – The events of Mary Shelley's
Frankenstein unfold from the perspective of Elizabeth Lavenza, who is adopted as a child by the Frankenstein’s
as a companion for their volatile son Victor.
Forbidden by Eve Bunting – In early 19th century England, Josie, 16, finds herself in a sinister place with
mysterious, hostile people, including her own relatives. Persistence and determination drive her to uncover the
town's horrifying secret--a conspiracy to wreck and plunder ships--despite obstacles natural and supernatural
Mistwalker by Saundra Mitchell – Forbidden to set foot on her family's lobster boat after her brother's death,
sixteen-year-old Willa will do anything to help her grieving, financially-troubled family, even turn to the weird Grey
Man who haunts the lighthouse near her small Maine village.
House of Furies by Madeleine Roux – Escaping from her harsh school before finding work as a maid in an English boarding house,
Louisa realizes that her mysterious employer and his staff execute cruel judgments on the guests.
Stalking Jack the Ripper by Kerri – A gothic murder mystery set in gritty Victorian-era London, where an intrepid society girl finds
herself embroiled in the investigation of a serial killer known as Jack the Ripper.
A Room Away From Wolves by Nova Ren Suma – Teenage Bina runs away to NYC’s Catherine House, a young women's residence
in Greenwich Village with a tragic history and dark secrets, where she is drawn to her mysterious downstairs
neighbour Monet.
Wicked Saints by Emily A Duncan – Nadya, a girl who can speak to gods, must save her people without
destroying herself. A prince in danger must decide who to trust. A boy with a monstrous secret waits in the
wings. In a centuries-long war, their paths entwine in a shadowy world of spilled blood and mysterious saints.
Together, they must assassinate the king and stop the war. But a romance threatens to tip the scales...
The Devouring Gray by Christine Lynn Herman - Four teenagers have the power to protect their town from
a monster, but only if their families' secrets do not destroy them first.
The Raven’s Tale by Cat Winters – Seventeen-year-old Edgar Poe's plans to escape his foster family, begin
classes at the prestigious new university, and marry his beloved Elmira Royster go awry when a macabre
use appears with a request.
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